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Florida Matters: 2012 Property Tax Amendments

September 25, 2012

Radio Description:

Florida’s property tax code resembles the finest Swiss cheese - it’s so full of holes - says one academic. And voters have an opportunity to add more property tax exemptions when they go to the polls November 6th.

Five of the 11 proposed Florida Constitutional Amendments lower property taxes on selected populations. Voters will decide if they want to expand exceptions and give tax breaks to senior citizens, disabled veterans, small business owners and new home buyers.

If approved by 60 percent of voters, it will mean paying less for some. But, as one county commissioner puts it, when somebody pays less there’s always somebody who has to pay more.

Counties, cities and many agencies that depend on property taxes as their major source of revenue are worried about further big exemptions. The concern is that further erosion of their property tax base will force either cuts in services or increases in mileage rates which means everybody ends up paying.

This week on Florida Matters State Sen. Mike Bennett of Bradenton and New College political science professor and former Collins Center Fellow Frank Alcock discuss those amendments.

If there was ever a Florida election where voters may want to consider doing some homework - this is it. Here are the five Florida Constitutional Amendments that pertain to property taxes courtesy of information from the Collins Center for Public Policy:

Amendment 2 – Disabled veterans who entered the military when not a Florida resident would become eligible for a property tax discount commiserate with their disability. Disabled veterans who lived in Florida when they joined the service currently receive this property tax discount. Other requirements for the tax discount: the veteran must be a current Florida resident, 65 or older and disabled in combat.

Amendment 4 – It is 663 words long and has four main components:

- Property value decline – known as the “recapture rule” – it doesn’t allow property taxes to go up on homestead properties and specified non-homestead property when property values are going down.
- Property tax limitations – it gives new home buyers – defined as someone who has not owned a homestead property for the past three years – a discount of 50 percent on an assessed value above the $50,000 standard homestead exemption. The discount would phase out over five years.
- Non-homesteaded assessments – currently capped at 10 percent annual assessments on non-homestead property would be reduced to a 5 percent cap. Homestead properties have a 3 percent cap.
- Delay of scheduled repeal – currently set for 2019, repeal of the non-homestead tax exemptions and limitations would be pushed to 2023.

Amendment 9 – This would grant a full property tax exemption to the surviving spouses of military veterans who die while on active duty and to the surviving spouses of first responders who die in the line of duty. Military spouses already have this full exemption but it’s only in state statute. This expands the benefit to surviving spouses of police, firefighters, and emergency responders and places it permanently in the constitution.

Amendment 10 – This doubles the exemption from $25,000 to $50,000 for individuals and businesses that pay tangible personal property taxes. It also gives local governments the ability to further expand the personal property tax exemptions.

Amendment 11 – Senior citizens are already receive an additional exemption. But this amendment gives additional exemptions to low-income seniors who have lived in their home for more than 25 years.

To read more about all 11 Florida Constitutional Amendments on the ballot, including the pros and cons of each measure, go to the Collins Center 2012 Proposed Constitutional Amendments website.

The Future of the Gulf of Mexico
September 14, 2012
Radio Description:

It's been just over two years since the Deepwater Horizon well was capped, ending the largest oil spill in U.S. history. But is it really over? The largest gathering of scientists since the spill met over the weekend at the Tradewinds Island Resort in St. Pete Beach to discuss the damage to the Gulf - and what may yet happen.

The Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Symposium was billed as the first summit to bring together marine scientists, recreational and commercial fishermen - as well as government agencies - to determine what's happened to the biology of the Gulf during the last two years. Part of their discussion was about the safety of eating Gulf seafood and long-term damage to the fisheries.

Florida Matters traveled to the symposium on St. Pete Beach to talk to some of the speakers.

A Conversation with Sam Gibbons and John F. Germany
September 12, 2012
Radio Description:

Sam Gibbons was re-elected to Congress 16 times, and never lost an election. That came after he parachuted behind enemy lines on D-Day in Normandy, during one of the most harrowing invasions of World War II. He was instrumental in getting the University of South Florida off the ground. He also helped the then-small town of Tampa expand to the limits of the university. And he rode in President John F. Kennedy's convertible limousine through Tampa in 1963 - the last stop before that fateful ride in Dallas.

Sam Gibbons is now 92. He rolls around in a wheelchair now, a long way from the days he strode as a political giant in Tampa. He appeared before a standing-room-only crowd recently with former circuit judge John F. Germany at the downtown library that bears his friend's name.

Parties, Politics and Protests: The Republican National Convention
September 4, 2012
Radio Description:

It was Tampa's big turn on the international stage -- hosting the Republican National Convention.

These are some of the best stories from the RNC, including:

- What do protesters do at night?
- What are Republicans doing to attract Hispanics?
- Can juvenile Palmetto bugs really carry people away? (and other media myths about Tampa)

Parties, Politics and Protests II: The Republican National Convention
August 31, 2012
Radio Description:

The eyes of the world were on Tampa for the Republican National Convention. So, how'd we do?

We look at the protests that never materialized, the economic winners and losers, and the political impact of the RNC on Tampa Bay and Florida.

Is Tampa Ready for the Republican National Convention?
August 21, 2012
Radio Description:

After months of preparations, the Republican National Convention is coming to town. Our region’s reputation is riding on whether the convention is labeled a success.

So, are we ready? Joining us to answer that question is James Davis. He’s communications director for the 2012 Republican National Convention; Ken Jones, the President and CEO of the 2012 Tampa Bay Host Committee for the Republican National Convention.
Tampa Police Chief Jane Castor says yes, they are as ready as they can be. As she told WUSF’s Craig Kopp, they’ve been learning lessons from previous conventions and the NATO summit in Chicago earlier this year.

So, how about the protesters? WUSF’s Steve Newborn spoke with Mick Kelly of Minnesota. He’s with the Coalition to March on the RNC, and helped organize the 2008 RNC Protest in St. Paul.

Some people may protest, but others want to show their support for Mitt Romney at the Republican National Convention. WUSF’s Sarah Curran found one of them.

Finally, the impact on the business community is predicted to be huge – and the Tampa Bay Business Journal is gearing up to measure the convention’s economic impact. WUSF’s Bobbie O’Brien spoke recently with Tampa Bay Business Journal Editor Alexis Mueller.

What Effect Will the Republican National Convention Have on Florida Elections?  
August 14, 2012  
Radio Description:

When the Republican National Convention comes to town, it’s going to affect our traffic, our security, and our economy. But will it affect how Florida votes in November?

The conventional wisdom about political conventions is that where you hold it, matters at the ballot box. But academic experts are skeptical.

So, what will be the effect of the Republican National Convention on the election in Florida? We’ve got several folks here to help us answer that question.

Hoe Brown is Hillsborough County Chairman of Romney for President. April Schiff is President of Strategic Solutions, a political consulting company in Tampa.

WUSF’s John O’Connor is one-half of our award-winning education reporting team, StateImpact Florida. And Aaron Sharockman is the deputy politics and government editor for the Tampa Bay Times.

Hurricane Andrew: 20 Years Later  
August 7, 2012  
Radio Description:

It was 20 years ago, at 5 a.m., when Hurricane Andrew hit southern Florida.

It caused $30 billion in damage, and it left 15 dead and more than 250,000 homeless.

Those are the numbers from Hurricane Andrew. But numbers can't do justice to the human toll of the storm.
This week, with help from our friends at WLRN/Miami Herald News, we look back at Andrew, and what it means for us today.

WLRN reporter Rick Stone was actually working here at WUSF on August 24, 1992 -- the day Hurricane Andrew hit.

He immediately travelled to south Florida and embedded himself in a relief mission trying to help storm victims. In our first segment, he remembers that trip.

In segment two, WLRN's Kenny Malone speaks to one south Florida veterinarian who's still counting his losses.

In our third segment, we discuss how Andrew was the costliest storm in American history, and how that led to some major changes to the state's building codes.

WUSF's Carson Cooper speaks with Dr. Tim Reinhold, senior VP for research and chief engineer for the Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety in Tampa.

Finally, we wrap up this special remembrance of Hurricane Andrew with a story from WLRN's Kenny Malone about the storm, a poet and his battered old radio.

And that's Florida Matters for this week. Special thanks to WLRN/Miami Herald News for sharing some of their stories of the storm. You can find their special coverage of Andrew's 20th anniversary here.

A Closer Look at the Local Primaries
July 31, 2012
Radio Description:

It's lost in all the hoopla surrounding the presidential campaign and the upcoming Republican National Convention. But there's another election coming up - the primaries. And outside money is flooding in like never before.

WUSF's Carson Cooper chats with Peter Schorsch, who edits SaintPetersBlog, Tampa Tribune political writer William March, and veteran journalist Wayne Garcia, with the USF School of Journalism. They talk about the race for state House between Jeff Brandes and Jim Frishe in Pinellas and Hillsborough counties; the Rachel Burgin versus Tom Lee race in eastern Hillsborough; the race for Pinellas Sheriff between former Sheriff Everett Rice and interim Sheriff Bob Gualtieri; and Ronda Storms vs Rob Turner for Hillsborough Property Appraiser.

Lucia's Letter
July 18, 2012
Radio Description:

Lucia's Letter is the award-winning documentary by WGCU Public Media that describes one Guatemalan teenager's trip with a coyote from Guatemala through Mexico to southwest Florida.
The story is a composite of several local Mayan women’s experiences of becoming a coyote's slave. All of the women were raped, starved and drugged during the trip and then sold when they arrived in the U.S.

Some ended up as indentured slaves in the vegetable fields and/or in brothels. Others were sold to men they were forced to marry.

This documentary tells the story of this effort through the women, trying to use Lucia's Letter to convince mothers to stop sending their daughters to the states.

This version is an excerpt of the complete show. CLICK HERE to find the full one-hour documentary and more information about Lucia's Letter.

Florida Matters: RNC Economic Impact
July 17, 2012
Radio Description:

It’s being billed as second only to the Olympics when it comes to press coverage and economic impact. In just a few weeks, the Tampa Bay area will host the Republican National Convention.

But some critics say there’s no evidence that previous political conventions have paid off for local residents and some small businesses have yet to reap any dividends in Tampa.

And, RNC organizers have felt the sting of criticism that small businesses did not benefit when the big political party came to town in previous years.

So, the Tampa Bay Host Committee is working to change that perception and help small businesses get their piece of the pie. The Host Committee is also working with Bloomberg to set up special events during the RNC week that will partner local officials with CEOs and out-of-state business leaders to discuss future business ventures.

St. Petersburg Mayor Bill Foster on the Rays, the Pier, and More
July 12, 2012
Radio Description:

The decisions made by St. Petersburg Mayor Bill Foster and the city council over the next year years will shape the city for decades to come.

Specifically, Foster is trying to keep ahold of the Tampa Bay Rays, and rebuild the city's iconic Pier.

Florida Matters' Carson Cooper interviewed Foster for our Newsmakers series.

He asks Foster about both of those issues -- as well as his plans for cutting the budget, his feelings about Tampa Mayor Bob Buckhorn, and his plans for the Republican National Convention.
The Future of the Affordable Care Act in Florida
July 3, 2012
Radio Description:

The Supreme Court says it's constitutional. But Gov. Rick Scott says he won't expand Medicaid or set up insurance exchanges envisioned by the Affordable Care Act.

We break down the future of the ACA in Florida with Dr. Jay Wolfson, professor of public health and medicine at the University of South Florida; Mona Mangat of St. Petersburg of Doctors for America, and Alan Sayler, owner of Sayler's Suncoast Water of Pinellas Park and plaintiff in the state's ACA lawsuit.

Find the ACA law here.

Read Dr. Wolfson's blog post here.
UNIVERSITY BEAT THIRD QUARTER 2012

*University Beat* reports run on WUSF 89.7 FM every Tuesday at approximately 6:35 am and 8:35 am and every Thursday at approximately 5:45 pm.

*It also runs every Friday on WSMR 89.1 FM every Friday at about 7:30 pm. Each report is between two and a half minutes and three and a half minutes in length.*

**University Beat: Marianna Graves** (week of July 2, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

A team of USF researchers is surveying a grave yard at the Dozier School for Boys in Marianna, Florida to find answers and give the family members of the boys buried there the closure that has escaped them for so long. (Education, Children, Crime, Violence)

**University Beat: Advertising & Neuroscience** (week of July 9, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

We talk to a USF marketing professor who is working with neuroscience researchers to analyze how people respond to advertising. (Business, Education, Science)

**University Beat: Sensory Marketing** (week of July 16, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

A USF researcher is studying “sensory marketing”—how advertisers use our senses to sometimes “trick” us into buying things we might not necessarily want. (Business, Education, Science)

**University Beat: USF Pre-College Recap** (week of July 23, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

Almost 200 high school students from around Florida got a taste of what college life is like during USF’s recent Pre-College Program. (Education, Children, Science, Environment, Arts)

**University Beat: PR Competition** (week of July 30, 2012)
By Mark Schreiner

Students in a USF Public Relations class finish second in a national competition to design a marketing campaign for America’s Natural Gas Alliance. (Business, Education, Environment)

**University Beat: Advanced Visualization Center** (week of August 6, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

Put together 16 high-resolution stereoscopic 3-D monitors and you get a display two to three times better than any I-MAX movie theater screen. With a device like that, you can look at objects smaller than a human hair or examine minute details of an ancient artifact. That’s the promise of the USF Advanced Visualization Center. (Education, Science)

**University Beat: Scholarship Students** (week of August 13, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

Profiles of two award-winning USF students. (Education, Women, Politics, Science)

**University Beat: Political Cartoon Exhibit** (week of August 20, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

Exploring a collection of political cartoons amassed by a USF faculty member and now on display at the Tampa Museum of Art. (Arts, Politics, Education)

**NO REPORT due to Republican National Convention** (week of August 27, 2012)

**University Beat: STEM Superheroes RE-BROADCAST** (week of September 3, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

Three USF PhD students don superhero costumes to teach elementary school students science, technology, engineering and math, both in person and through an internet video series. (Science, Education, Children, Arts, Environment) (ORIGINALLY RAN week of June 18, 2012)
University Beat: Musical Training Research (week of September 10, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

Researchers from USF’s School of Music and the Department of Communication Sciences are studying young and old piano students to find out more about the nature of how we learn. (Science, Arts, Children, Education)

University Beat: New Business Dean (week of September 17, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

Meet Moez Limayem, who was recently named dean of USF’s College of Business. (Business, Education, Economy)

University Beat: USF St. Petersburg Student Center (week of September 24, 2012)

By Mark Schreiner

A look at USF St. Petersburg’s new, 21 million dollar Student Center. (Education, Economy)
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WUSF News Stories July 1 – Sept. 30, 2012

(See Attached Excel File)
Florida Matters: The Convention Pre-Game Show
Tampa Council Considers Foreign Investors' Program to Spur Jobs
USF Professor Petitions to Remove Chick-fil-A from Campus
Tampa Deserted during RNC Compared to DNC in Charlotte
Normalcy Returns to Downtown Tampa After GOP Convention; Questions Remain
What Charlotte Learned from Tampa about Convention Protests
RNC Art from Elephants to Manatees
Labor Day Report: Average Florida Worker Earns $1,000 Less Than Two Years Ago
Boy Band Fans "Larger Crowd Challenge" for TIA Than RNC
A Tale of Two Worlds for RNC Protesters, Delegates
Romney and Ryan Bid Farewell to Tampa Bay
RNC Yields Little News Coverage of Tampa--Unless You Count The Daily Show
Worshippers Observe RNC Party Politics
"Florida Matters: The Convention" Post-RNC Show
USF Unveils a New, Student Veterans Lounge
"Mr. Satan Goes to Wall Street" Comes to Republican National Convention
RNC: Protesters Gather For Final Demonstration
Conversation About Workers at AFL-CIO Rally at GOP Convention
Six Dodge Arrest in TECO Protest
Watch: Environmental Protest at Big Bend
It's Not A Purge, Says Republican Party of Florida Chairman
Mitt on Medicare
Google Lounge: A Haven for Journalists
"We Built It" Continues To Garner Attention and Criticism
RNC Mystery Speaker: Clint Eastwood
Tampa Mayor Bob Buckhorn Answers Your Questions on 'Florida Matters: The Convention'
RNC Voices on the Street: Tampa is Fenced In
What Do Protesters Do After Dark?
Planned Parenthood Rallies in the Rain
Watch: Kathy Castor at Planned Parenthood Rally
Watch: Labor Protesters Hold "Welcome to Romney's America" at GOP Convention
Humidity, Insects and Strip Clubs: Tampa Stereotypes Continue to Make Headlines During RNC
Explaining The Political Challenges of Florida's Economy
'Florida Matters: The Convention' Catches Up with Pam Iorio, Ken Jones and Others
Monday's March on the RNC Still On Schedule
RNC Releases New Schedule
Protesters Confront Romney Supporters at Faith and Freedom Rally
Tampa VA Hospital Cancels Outpatient Clinics Due to Isaac
The Swag the RNC Gives the Media
The Great Republican National Convention Death Metal Non-troversy
Monday's A Wash - And Not Just for the RNC
Isaac Poses Problems for RNC Protesters
Former Florida Gov. Charlie Crist Endorses President Obama
GOP Convention Start Delayed Until Tuesday
Is Charlotte Having More Fun?
RNC Entertainment Is a Little Bit Country, a Little Bit Rock 'N Roll
RNC Voices on the Street: Hot Doughnuts But Fewer Customers
Biden Postpones Tampa Trip Over Weather Concerns
Rubio Keeps His Primetime Speaking Slot
Tampa Police Train for Worst, Hope for Best at Republican National Convention
RNC Protesters Expected to Arrive in Waves
'Seedy' Tampa Makes Headlines
Hillsborough County Prepares Jail for Protestor Arrests
Tampa Bay Times Political Editor Adam Smith on Why Conventions Matter
Some Latinos in Tampa Agree with Republican Ideals
Garbage Men on Waste Watch for RNC
Tropical Storm Isaac: RNC Visitors Can Be Accommodated
5 Law Enforcement Quotes About RNC & Tropical Storm Isaac
Tampa Police Train for Worst, Hope for Best at Republican National Convention
Organizers of the Coalition to March on the RNC Plan a Peaceful Parade
Tampa Deluged With Political Ads Before RNC
Local Artist Hopes to Capitalize on the Republican National Convention
Republican National Convention 2012: Latest News
Isaac Takes Aim at Tampa
Watch: Food Not Bombs to Feed Protesters During RNC
TS Isaac Could Turn Hurricane by Thursday
Five Takeaways From The Man Leading Tampa's RNC Planning
Election Talk: Barbershop Edition
Sun Aug. 2 Politics Mark Schreiner
Sun Aug. 2 Politics Sherri Ackerman
Sun Aug. 2 Politics Bobbie O'Brien
Sun Aug. 2 Off The Bat: Bobbie O'Brien
Sun Aug. 2 Culture Scott Finn
Sun Aug. 2 Culture John O'Connor
Sun Aug. 2 Law & Order Sherri Ackerman
Sun Aug. 2 Environment: Steve Newborn
Sun Aug. 2 Politics John O'Connor
Sat Aug. 25 Politics Sherri Ackerman
Sat Aug. 25 Politics Sherri Ackerman
Sat Aug. 25 Politics Sherri Ackerman
Sat Aug. 25 Politics Bobbie O'Brien
Fri Aug. 24 Politics John O'Connor
Fri Aug. 24, Law & Order Steve Newborn
Fri Aug. 24, Law & Order Anonymous
Fri Aug. 24, Politics Carmel Delshad
Fri Aug. 24, Law & Order Mark Schreiner
Fri Aug. 24, Politics Dalia Colon
Fri Aug. 24, Politics Yoselis Ramos
Fri Aug. 24, Law & Order Steve Newborn
Fri Aug. 24, Politics Bobbie O'Brien
Fri Aug. 24, Law & Order Mark Schreiner
Fri Aug. 24, Law & Order Steve Newborn
Thu Aug. 2 Politics Steve Newborn
Thu Aug. 2 Politics Scott Finn
Thu Aug. 2 Culture Sarah Curran
Thu Aug. 2 Politics Scott Finn
Wed Aug. 2 Politics Scott Finn
Wed Aug. 2 Politics Alex Cook
Wed Aug. 2 Environment Yoselis Ramos
Wed Aug. 2 Politics John O'Connor
Wed Aug. 2 Politics Jean Henry
Kennedy Space Center Launches Tours of Control Room, Shuttle Pad For First Time
Governor Scott Holds Bill Signing Ceremony in Tampa
More PAC Ads Run Through Politifact Florida's "Truth-O-Meter"
More Hurricanes Expected, Despite Oncoming El Niño
USF's Advanced Visualization Center Has A New Way to Look at Things
Environmental Coalition Launches Drive to Save Florida Forever Land-Buying Program
Bus Ridership Up Across Tampa Bay
Extra Bus, Streetcar Service During RNC
Attorney General Pam Bondi Will Speak at Republican National Convention
ACLU Forum Focuses on First Amendment Rights at GOP Convention
Florida Faces 11 Lawsuits Over I-75 Deadly Pile-Up, But Could It Have Been Avoided?
RNC Tampa Bay Host Committee Focuses on Small Business
Florida Homes Have Fourth-Highest Closing Costs
Jeb Bush Added to List of Republican National Convention Speakers
Interactive Metronome Therapy Helps Amputees Learn to Walk Again
Still Cleaning Up After Debby
Groundbreaking Held for Tampa's First Bus Rapid Transit Line
Tampa Sikhs Mourn Wisconsin Victims
Top 5 Republican National Convention Smartphone Apps
Gov. Rick Scott Will Speak at Republican National Convention
Coast Guard Cutter Tampa Celebrates 100 Years with Tours
Tampa Company PEMCO Warns They Will Lay off Almost 500 Employees
Tampa Bay Had Year's Second-Best Employment Improvement
Hands Across the Sands Coming to a Beach Near You Saturday
Lightning Sale Makes Room for the RNC
Hagan to Rays: Can We talk?
USF Summer Commencement Ready to Roll Out
PEMCO Lays Off Nearly 500 at TPA
Seven Reporting Tips from the Planet Money Team
The "Lens" Stays, No Referendum on New St. Petersburg Pier
TPA Has New Volunteer Ambassador Program
USF PR Class Takes 2nd in National Competition
Hillsborough Commissioners Invite the Rays Over
Eat Up Restaurant Deals During Dine Tampa Bay
Federal Assistance Available for Tropical Storm Debby Victims in Polk, Sarasota
HART will Reroute Downtown Tampa Buses During the RNC
Tampa Health Care Provider Among Financially Healthiest in Country
Creators of Phony Alcohol Cure Program Ordered to Pay More than $700,000
Rudy Giuliani to Speak Thursday at Mitt Romney’s Tampa Headquarters
Road Closures, Security Perimeter Announced for Republican National Convention
Florida Jobs - A Call to Restructure Workforce Training
Cuts to Pediatric Program Affects Local Teen
Hernando County Airport Seeks to Add "Tampa" to Name
A Military Cargo Plane Mistakenly Lands on a Civilian Airfield
Job Growth in Florida Holds Steady
Hillsborough County Looks At Possible Health Care Expansion For Poor
Health Department: Five Pinellas Beaches Declared Safe Again
Occupy Tampa to Get Scrutiny from City
Report Will Highlight Floridians Now Protected By ACA, But Can They Pay For it?
Many Key West Residents Oppose Genetically Modified Mosquito Plan
Congestion Study: Tampa Has 5th-Worst Traffic in North America
Off the Base: Navy Vet, Private Contractor Dave Nicholson
911 Dispatchers Help Deliver Babies…and CPR
Beach Advisory for Pinellas Beaches
Three Reasons You Should Care About the Journalistic Scandal
Florida Could Lose Nearly 80,000 Jobs with Defense Cuts
Small Businesses Waiting, Hopeful the RNC Will Bring Customers
Gualtieri, Rice Get Personal in Debate for Pinellas Sheriff
U.S. News: Tampa General Is Florida’s Best Hospital
One Family Pays their Respect to Tampa Bay Area Fallen Soldier
Dozens of Red Cross Members Show their Support for Fallen Soldier Ricardo Seija
The Secrets of Sensory Marketing
Honor Escorts, Memorials for Two Fallen Tampa Bay Soldiers
Dali Works Make Their U. S. Debut in St. Petersburg
New City Manager Chosen for Sarasota
RNC Chairman: Gov. Scott May Have a Role during the RNC Convention
Health Officials: TB Strain Contained Despite Cases Popping up in 18 Counties
Did Obama Do a Poor Job Selling Health Care Reform to Americans?
Tue July 24 Environment: Steve Newborn
Tue July 24 Business: Sarah Curran
Tue July 24 Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Tue July 24 Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Tue July 24 Politics: Dalia Colon
Mon July 2 Politics: Steve Newborn
Mon July 2 Business: Bobbie O’Brien
Mon July 2 Health Nev Yoselis Ramos
Mon July 2 Business: Dalia Colon
Fri July 20, Off The Ba: Bobbie O’Brien
Fri July 20, Business: Steve Newborn
Fri July 20, Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Fri July 20, Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Thu July 19 Law & Ord: Steve Newborn
Thu July 19 Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Thu July 19 Health Nev Susan Giles Wantuck
Thu July 19 Culture: Dalia Colon
Thu July 19 Off The Ba: Bobbie O’Brien
Thu July 19 Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Wed July 1 Environment: Yoselis Ramos
Wed July 1 Culture: Scott Finn
Wed July 1 Off The Ba: Bobbie O’Brien
Wed July 1 Business: Bobbie O’Brien
Tue July 17 Politics: Steve Newborn
Tue July 17 Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Tue July 17 Off The Ba: Yoselis Ramos
Tue July 17 Off The Ba: Sarah Curran
Tue July 17 University: Mark Schreiner
Tue July 17 Off The Ba: Bobbie O’Brien
Tue July 17 Culture: Carson Cooper
Mon July 1 Politics: Steve Newborn
Mon July 1 Politics: Steve Newborn
Mon July 1 Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Mon July 1 Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Tampa Bay First in Political Ad Spending
Bark in the Park: Rays Baseball Goes to the Dogs
TECO Warns Customers of a Scam Claiming President Obama Will Pay Your Energy Bill
Mount Rushmore, Heavy On The Cheese
Vain, Stressed-Out, Bad for Business: It Must Be Tampa Bay
Why Valencia College Is NOT Raising Tuition
Sen. Nelson: Tens of Millions to Flow into Florida From Any BP Spill Settlement
El NiÑo Might Thwart Hurricane Season
Publix Expects Online Deli Ordering to Click
USF Researchers Dig for Answers at the Dozier School for Boys
Professor says Florida's Voter Purge List is Flawed
Summer Safety: Heat-Related Illnesses
Boxer Jeff Lacy on Brother's Role in St. Pete Police Killings: 'It All Could've Been Prevented'
Listener to WUSF: Please Don't Call It Obamacare
PolitiFact: Three Things Gov. Rick Scott Got Wrong About the Affordable Care Act
Bear Wanders Through USF, Captured at Busch Gardens
Number of Bald Eagles Soars in Florida
Seniors Searching for Love Face Sunny Outlook in Florida
Tampa One of "Cities That Wouldn't Exist Without Air Conditioning"
Rick Scott Questioned About Fate of Uninsured Floridians
Governor Rick Scott Says Florida Won't Implement Health Care Law

Mon July 9, Politics    Dalia Colon
Sat July 7, Culture    Dalia Colon
Fri July 6, 2 Business  Sarah Curran
Fri July 6, 2 Politics  Susan Giles Wantuck
Fri July 6, 2 Culture   Dalia Colon
Thu July 5, Education  Scott Finn
Thu July 5, Environment Steve Newborn
Thu July 5, Environment Yoselis Ramos
Thu July 5, Business    Dalia Colon
Wed July 4, University I Mark Schreiner
Tue July 3, Politics    Steve Newborn
Tue July 3, Health Nev Yoselis Ramos
Tue July 3, Law & Ordi Dalia Colon
Tue July 3, Health Nev Scott Finn
Tue July 3, Politics    Sarah Curran
Tue July 3, University I Mark Schreiner
Tue July 3, Environment Steve Newborn
Mon July 2, Culture    Dalia Colon
Mon July 2, Culture    Steve Newborn
Mon July 2, Health Nev Sarah Pusateri
Sun July 1, Health Nev Sarah Pusateri